
Contact Group Sales

SPECIAL ANIMAL ENCOUNTERS 

(513) 487-3481 or groupsales@cincinnatizoo.org 

PRESENTATION      
Presentation by sta� with special browse feeding 
from the deck! Learn why gira�es have blue tongues 
and what they eat.
(Available after 4:00 pm only. Limited feeding
due to dietary restrictions) 

Encounter     
Take a trip to the lower level and look up at these gentle 
giants. Feed them from below as sta� provide
interesting FAQs.
*Price is $250 for each additional 15 people; maximum
60 people.

Keeper ChatS         $300    
Spend 30 minutes with one of our keepers at an animal habitat as they provide information 
and fun facts about the animal.

Giraffe experiences

*Animal Encounters, Presentations, and Meet-n-Greets are available based on season, time of 
  the day and animal care sta�.

up to 25 people

up to 15 people

PRESENTATION           $500
Viewing areas provide great access to the
elephants and their human partners. Watch
and learn as they describe the memory and
talents of these amazing animals.
Maximum 75 people. 

MEET-N-GREET $500*    
Visit these mammoth animals where
they live. Take a brief tour and then get
close enough to feed the elephant a peanut
from your hand!  * Price is $250 for each
additional 15 people. Maximum 60 people.

DEMONSTRATION $1,000
Guests enter the indoor exhibit area and
enjoy an informative 30 minute presentation 
on the animal care and behavior. Then, as
a special treat, you see how to give an 
elephant a bath!  * Maximum 40 people.

elephant experienceS

up to
15 people

$750*    

$200



SPECIAL ANIMAL ENCOUNTERS 

Contact Group Sales

PRIVATE ENCOUNTERS 

(513) 487-3481 or groupsales@cincinnatizoo.org 

CHEETAH ENCOUNTER PRESENTATION
AT THE YARD
See what Cheetahs do best…run! This exhilarating 25 
minute presentation lets you see the fastest land 
animals at their best, plus learn about conservation 
e�orts to protect them. Seating up to 600.

WINGS OF WONDER BIRD ENCOUNTER
Watch birds �y, call, mimic, climb and outsmart their 
trainers. The show consists of 24 di�erent species of 
birds, mammals, and reptiles. Seating up to 1,000.

BLAKELY’S BARNYARD ENCOUNTER                       
What could be cuter than watching farm animals run an 
obstacle course or show o�  their talents? This Children’s Zoo 
encounter is hilariously fun and active, particularly for young 
families. Seating up to 100.

  $1,500

$1,200

$500

PAINTING AND PURRS  for groups up to 10 people

 

   
$2,500 (30-40 minutes)

Watch our cheetah ambassadors make a masterpiece in front of your eyes.  Your group will 
observe a cheetah painting with 2 colors of your choice while you learn about cheetah
adaptations, our cheetah ambassadors and the CZBG’s role in saving this unique species 
across Africa. Each guest with take home a one of a kind cheetah masterpiece!
Price is $100 for each additional person over 10, maximum 20 people.  Suggested Group size 6-20
 


